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The Harding University Student
Association will sponsor "The Catch"
March 31-April 2 to help raise money
for the White County chapter of Habitat
for Humanity.
Money will be raised through the
purchase of wristbands, T-shirts, food,
games and admission to the Dugout,
a contest in which teams creatively
build houses and live in them Frid::1y
and Saturday. Wristbands will alloh
access to all of the activities.
The weekend will feature a 40-hour
softball game, the Battle of the Bands,
a movie, carnival games, food and
speakers, including Mayor BelindJ
LaForce and Janet Huckabee, wife of
govemorMike Huckabee and member
of the Habitat International board.
Executive members of "The Catch"
i in C'..ommitt2e · clu e.senior
Matthew Hewes, Julie McCall, Laura
Kaiser and Chad Nicholson. Kaiser
is also co-chair of public and media
relations with junior J. Cliff Ganus,
Kaiser said Harding has been
involved with Habitat for Humanity
since Spring 2005 when students
began researching how to establish
a White County chapter.
"They did some research, worked
up community awareness, found other
students who were also interested
and the process began," Kaiser said.
'"f}1roughout the summer, the community took over. Paperwork began
in August, and by February 2006, it
was official."
Kaiser said the financial goal of
"ThP. Catch" weekend is to raise
money to build the first Habitat
house, which requires $40-50,000
to break ground.
"Habitatbasalreadyraised$17,ooo,
so our goal for the weekend is $2333,000," Kaiser said. "If we raise
the money, we may be able to break
ground before school is out. We are
really excited about getting the money
raised."
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COMINGUP
3.31 -4.1 "The Boor," little
Theatre, 7 p.m.
3.31 -4.1 Religious Education
Conference
3.31 -4.1 Student Association
Habitat Weekend
4.1 Baseball vs. Delta State, Jerry
Moore Field, Noon
4.1 Battle of the Bonds, Intramural
Softball Field, 8 p.m.
4.2 Daylight Soving's Time
4.4 Baseball vs. Central Baptist,
Jerry Moore Field, l p.m.
Help us help you.
Send a calendar of your events to
thebison@harding.edu.
•APRIL BLOOD DONATION•
4.3 ASU, 1800 E. Moore St.,
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
4.4 White County Central
High School, Hwy 157,
Juasonia, 8:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m.
4.13 Maytag, 200 Queensway
St., 11:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
4.13 Searcy High School, 301
N. Ella, 2 p.m.- 7 p.m.
4.17 - 18 Hammon Room,
Harding University
Studenl Center, 1 p.m.8 p.m.
4.19 ASU Student Center, 100
Iowa St., Beebe, 8 a.m.3:30 p.m.
4.20 Hammon Room, Harding
University Student Center,
1 p.m.- 8 p.m.
4.23 Wal-Mart, 3509 E. Race
St., 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Tuesdays and Fridays
White Co. Medical Center,
3109 W. Moore, Noon 6p.m.
Donors must be at least
17 years old, weigh a minimum of 110 pounas and be in
general gobd health at the time
of donation.
Please have a blood
donor card or picture ID at
the time of donation. Call the
American Red Cross for more
information at 1-800-GIVE
LIFE.

A gay rights group known as the Equality Riders visited Abilene Christian University in Abilene,
Texas, March 27 - one of 20 religious and military
colleges across the United States the group will
travel to over a seven-week period.
According their Web site, Soulforce is a group
whose goal is to bring awareness of the topic of
homosexuality and the way it is viewed by religious
groups around the country. Equality Riders is a
group of 30-35 Soulforce members traveling to the
colleges in order to urge debate about the issue of
homosexuality.
"The mission is to dialogue with and encourage
the colleges, students and administrations on the
ride route to learn from history and end religionbased disc1iminations," Robyn Murphy, Soulforce
communications director, said. "Soulforce wants
to stigmatize homophobia as much as racism is
now stigmatized.
"The Equality Riders want to discuss these issues with their peers, hopefully to find common
ground and solve this divisive issue so that future
generations no longer have
to wrestle with it."
"Soulforce wants
Dr. Michelle Morris, vice
to stigmatize
president for ACU university
homophobia as
relations, said the group much as racism is
came for debate - not now stigmatized."
protest - and the school
maintained its belief of
ROBYN MURPHY,
sexual relations being right Soulforce communications
director
between a married man and
, woman only.
.,. ..
"Although we did not invite
them, we are working with them to cre:lte oppo1tunities for dialogue that we believe will be helpful in
preparing our students to deal with this issue now
and when they ·g raduate from ACU," Morris said.
'We also believe we should treat the individuals as
Christ would, with kindness and respect, even as
we call them to moral behavior."
According to a press release on ACU's Web site,
the Equality Riders and university students and
employees discussed discrimination and violence
against gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender
individuals and the theological implications of
homosexual behavior.
ACU administrators and faculty helped facilitate
every session of debate, according to the press
release.
Murphy said groups have to find and sta1t from
a common ground.
"That common groun{l begins with dialogue,
and that is what the Equality Riders are tryi ng to
start," Murphy said.
Soulforce was founded around 1999 by Dr. Mel
White, a ghostwriter for televangelists such as Pat
Robe1tson and Billy Graham. White's initial reason for Soulforce came in response to treatment of
homosexuals after the acknowledgment of his own
homosexuality, Murphy said.
In addition to ACU, the Equality Riders plan to
visit California Baptist University, Brigham Young
Universify, Wheaton College and other schools.
Harding is not currently listed on Soulforce's Web
site as a place for debate. a

Students spend Spring Break in Katrina disaster zones
DENNIS McCARTY
news editor
Over Spring Break, four Harding student groups departed
March 11 for relief campaigns
to regions in Louisiana and
Mississippi devastated by
Hurricane Katrina.
Daniel Cherry, administrative assistant to President
David Burks and director of
Spring Break campaigns, said
Jacob Edwards, administrative
assistant for the Physician Assistant program, led a group
of 18 students to Mandeville,
La.; junior Nathan Thomas led
14 students to New Orleans;
junior Matt Eastridge led 11
students to Pascagoula, Miss.,
and seniors Mike Bennett and
Grady Lewis led 15 students
to Picayune, Miss.
Nate Copeland, student assistant to the president, said
J immy Huff, former Student

In gratitude, some of the
Junior Cassidy Gamer, who
Association president who
graduated last spring, also led went to Picayune, said her people in their area prea group from Purdue Univer- group spent time collecting pared a shrimp broil for the
sity, which met with Harding building materials and belong- students.
students in Slidell, La.
ings and shoveling muck out
"The whole community
Edwards said his group, with of houses.
was very appreciative of the
Mandeville as its operational
base, did work such as cleaning out houses and removing
walls and cooperated with
the Tammany Oaks Church
of Christ.
Edwards said Tammany
Oaks, one of the first churches
to actively engage in disaster
relief organization, has been
losing members because of
job loss in New Orleans.
"They've lost some of their
members, but they are making
it," Edwards said. "They've
been housing volunteers since
a week after the storm, doing
things nonstop."
RACHAL BLAKE/Courtesy photo
Edwards said more than Juniors Cassidy Garner and Corey McEntyre, freshman Cy Mason and
2,500 volunteers have worked a student from Lubbock Christian University help in Katrina relief March 15.
through Mandeville.
in Pif!:ivun" Miss Vol1mtr.rr" sr"r t M1rrf111 18 aiding in clean-up efforts.

volunteer work," Garner said.
"Even though we couldn't get
to all of them, they were very
grateful and surprised. People
don't expect college students
to spend their Spring Break
doing volunteer work, but that's
what Harding is about."
Later in the week, Garner
said her group drove through
the low-income 9th Ward of
New Orleans.
"It looks like a war just
took place," Garner said.
"Nothing's been touched. It's
terrible."
Cheny said he feels student
volunteers can have a great
influence on the world.
"Harding student volunteers
have a huge impact because
they make people see a difference in Christians," Cherry
said. a

Student reporter Mary Hardage
contributed to this article.
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SATURDAY 4.1

A time to care
~ursing

.S

HAPPENINGS

top 10 major in 2006

tabilizing a critically ill trauma
patient in an emergency he- ELIZABETH LEE
licopter flight or irrununizing
childr~n in unde7~eveloped
countnes are exciting career
scenarios for today's nurses. Other
opportunities promoting an intense
sense of purpose range from the
2. Eat healthy food and exercise
joy of helping bring new life into
daily. Follow the Daniel (1:12)
the world to holding the hand of
diet with lots of water, fruits and
a: cancer victim as he draws his vegetables
and avoid fatty foods
last breath.
with additives and preservatives
: Working with underprivileged
that put on pounds. Exercise not
minorities, Advance Practice Nurses
only increases general stamina, it
With prescriptive authority and a .
also increases circulation to the
collaborating physician may serve
brain and promotes optimum
cultures that have no other health
function.
care provider. Whatever the set3. Build a strong support group
ting, Christian nursing provides
of family and friends. Networking
an unequalled opportunity to put
is another essential to enjoy life.
faith into action.
4. Be accountable. Attend all
: Nursing also offers financial
classes, submit course work on
sl:ability and is recognized as one
time and practice nursing skills
qf the top 10 majors for 2006 by
repeatedly.
GNNMoney.com.
5. Read credible and
: According to the
reliable
sourres for current,
The most
'N,J'ational Association
evidence-based
nursing
fpr Female Executives in important element
practices
voraciously.
for success is to
~005, registered nurse
Numerous books, jourhave a heart
s'alaries averaged above
nals and Web sites are
and
mind
for
$46,ooo.
available,
and a few of
nursing. We all
Advance Practice
my
favorite
include:
Nurses, those with a have a purpose to
"Lippincott
Manual of
fulfill in life.
masters and specialty
Nursing Practice" (8th
training, make almost
ed.) by Sandra Nettina
$75,000, according to
gives a good overview of
a 2006 study by Turmolo and
diseases, plus appropriate nursing
Rollet. Many people, including
diagnoses and interventions.
an increasing number of male
"Mosby's Diagnostic and Laborastudents, are choosing nursing as
tory Test Reference" by Pagana and
their major.
Pagana is very user-friendly.
Harding's nursing program,
''Nursi.."lg Diagnosis Handbook: A
known for producing quality nurses
Guide to Planning Care" by Ackley
and maintaining a high licensure
and Ladwig provides a better unpassage rate over the last 30 years,
derstanding of nursing diagnoses
is experiencing a time of growth.
and corresponding Web sites.
Tiris year our classrooms and clinical
"Tarascon Pocket Pharmacopoeia
sites are filled to capacity.
2006 Deluxe Lab Coat Edition"
With a waiting list, competiprovides guidelines for APNs
tion for admission and retention
prescribing medication and can
ill the nursing program prompts be found at tarascon.com.
students to do their best. RepeatThe most important element
edly, nursing students have asked
for success is to have a heart and
how to survive and even thrive in a
mind for nursing. We all have a
nursing program. Although every
purpose to fulfill in life. If nurseducator has his or her own formula
ing is God's purpose for you, He
for success, the following is often
will be with you no matter what
included in the advice I give.
challenging and exciting path your
1. Recognize God is the giver
career takes. a
of wisdom (Daniel 1:17), and all
that we accomplish, He does for us EUZABETli LEE is an assistant professor of
(Isaiah 26:12). Daily Bible reading nursing. She may be contacted at elee@
md pray.er are essential.
harding.edu.

SUNDAY 4.2

TUESDAY 4.4

WEDNESDAY 4.5

FRIDAY 4.7

WEEKLY WINDOW

Faculty

Voices

Attention faculty members: The Bison is looking for articles pertaining
to any current event in your field or any advice for students relating
to your field. Articles should be at least two pages in length, and may
be submitted to thebison @harding.edu.

~ FACES IN THE CROWD
Branden Riley, sophomore
Hometown: Aberdeen, Md.
Major: Criminal Justice and Psychology
M&Ms or Skittles? M&Ms
Wbat'stheworstmawizineyoueverpidced
up? Teen People
; If you were a piece of furniture, what would you be?
• Aloveseat
:: Favorite Sonic Snack: Breakfast Bistro sandwich

....'

:: If you could travel to any time period, when would
;. it be? The Battle of Gettysburg at Little Round Top

Wbatistheworstfushionyou'veparticipatedin? The Lance
• Armstrong cancer bracelets
· Most prized possession: An autographed picture of Joe
Montana
What invention do you wish existed? The reverse button
Favorite book? "The Vile Village"
What do you want to do for a career? "I want to be a
behavioral forensic scientist."
What puzzles you most about Arkansas? ''That fact that
I'm in the South and no one has a real thick accent"

IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
Tennessee preacher murdered

Christian while working for an aid group helping Afghan
refugees in Pakistan 15 years ago.
A prosecutor raised questions about Rahman's mental
state, and a judge said that could be taken into account,
the Reuters article reported. Rahman denied to be mentally unstable.
The Afghan constitution says "no law can be contrary
to the sacred religion of Islam?' but also says it will abide
by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
enshrines freedom of religion.

A Church of Christ preacher was slain by his wife at
their home March 22 in Selmer, Tenn.
According to a March 24 Associated Press report,
Mary Winkler was arrested on
murder ch arges and confessed
to the slaying of h er husband,
Matthew, after flee'i.ng to Alabama
in the family's minivan with the
couple's three young daughters,
authorities said.
Huckabee to call special session
According to the AP report,
Arkansas House of Representatives is ready to increase
m embers of the Fourth Street
education funding to m eet a state Supreme Court order,
Church of Christ found Matthew WINKLER
House speaker Bill Stovall said March 23, according to a
Winkler's body after he missed a
25 Arkansas News Bureau report.
March
Wednesday evening service.
Gov. Mike Huckabee wants to call a special session
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation agent John Mehr
said the couple's daughters were at the house when their for April 3 to address funding defather was shot and that authorities had found the weapon ficiencies cited by the high court in
a December decision that declared
used to kill him.
Arkansas' school funding system
Abortion law ban battled in South Dakota unconstitutional.
Huckabee has endorsed funding
Abortion-rights supporters launched a referendum
recommendations by the House and
drive March 24 to overturn a South Dakota abortion
Senate education committees for
ban designed to challenge the 1973 U.S. Supreme Court
more
thaµ $138 million in infla- HUCKABEE
decision legalizing the practice nationwide.
tionary adjustments; however, the
According to a March 24 Reuters report, a new coaliarticle reported he is waiting for a
tion, South Dakota Campaign for Healthy Families, said
legislative consensus before issuing the call, according
it would try to collect thousands of signatures aimed
to the Arkansas News Bureau report.
at giving stat e voters a chance to make a decision in
Stovall said Thursday that a majority of the 100 House
November on what it called "the nation's most extreme
members were ready to adopt the recommendations, the
abortion law."
Arkansas News Bureau report said.
With at least nine other states also considering strict
abortion limits, the issu e is expected to gain renewed
national visibility in the November midterm elections, Pastor to portray C.S. Lewis
The Summit Church in North Little Rock will present
when Democrats are seeking to recapture both houses
a
two-act
play on April 9 entitled "A Walk in the Park,"
of Congress from Republicans, the Reuters article rewhich follows author C. S. Lewis through his transition
ported.
·
The petitioners need more than 16,700 signatures by from atheism to Christianity.
Dr. Bill Eliff, senior pastor of The Summit Church,
June 19 to block the la~from taking effect on J uly 1. The
has spent three years developing the production and will
law would not be enacted if voters reject it on Nov. 7.
portray the famed authoc in the one-man play, according
to a March 28 press release.
Afghan Christian convert released
Eliff said he believes the story of Lewis can be used
The Afghan Christian convert facing the death penalty to deepen the faith of Christians and communicate the
for abandoning Islam was freed March 28 and was granted message of Christ to non-Christians because of the intelasylum in Italy, a March 29 Reuters report said.
ligence of the author.
Afghan authorities faced international pressure from
"Lewis taught at Oxford and Cambridge and was the
Western countries ~th troops h elping to bring Afghan author of about 40 books, including his most famous,
government into power.
'The Chronicles of Na rnia,"' Eliff said. "The drama will
According to a March 25 Reuters report, international chronicle the events that shaped Lewis' early life, his
pressure on Afghanistan to r espect Abdur Rahman's descent into atheism, his conversion and his thoughts
, religious freedom and release him from jail was met in on 'Mere Christianity,' as he called it. His progression
Afghanistan by calls for him to be tried under Islamic into faith is an incredible story."
law and executed.
The production will be presented on April 9 at 9 a.m.,
Rahman told a preliminary hearing he had become a 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. at the church's three services.
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White COunty Habitat for Hwnanity chapter launches
Student Association aims to break ground for community with 'The ·Catch'
The softball game will pit men
CONTINUED from Page 1
Habitat is normally funded against women. The opening pitch
by private donations as well as will be during chapel on Friday
fund-raisers, Kaiser said. Funds and will be played for 40 hours,
from a purchased Habitat-built 9 a.m. to midnight Friday and
home are also used to build the Saturday and 9 a.m.-7 p.m. on
Sunday.
next home.
Sophomore Theo Rogers said
"It's the initial fund-raising that's
most important because Habitat he is playing softball on Saturday
of "The Catch" weekend. Rogers
[pays] for itself," Kaiser said.
Kaiser said Harding students said he wanted to be involved
will be involved with Habitat after because of his previous involvement with Habitat.
"The Catch."
"I was excited about Habitat
"Habitat is made up ofprimarily
coming
to [White County],"
volunteers, so maybe one weekend
Rogers
said.
"I've been involved
your social club will want to go out
it
in
Little
Rock and back
with
there, and another weekend just
in
Ohio,
where
I'm
from. I enjoy
a group of friends, " Kaiser said.
"It may not be an organized thing construction-type projects, and
next year, depending on who is I think it will be a good thing for
Searcy."
president."
Junior Sabrina Queen
Kaiser said the most
said
she is playing softimportant thing about "What a gre~t group
9 to 12 a.m. on
ball
from
the weekend is particiof young adults,
Saturday.
Queen said
pation.
with exciting ideas
she
got
involved
in 'The
"We want people
and the energy to
Catch"
because
it is a
to buy the wristbands
implement them!"
worthwhile cause.
and come out and enjoy
"I've worked with
the event," Kaiser said.
PAULA PETTY,
Habitat
once or twice
"We're also looking for board of directors president
for
White
County
HFH
before
and
I've always
a lot of people to play in
liked
it,"
Queen
said.
the softball game."
"It's a good idea and
Kaiser said gubernatorial candidate Asa Hutchinson is something I wanted to be a part
slated to participate in the softball of."
Paula Petty, president ofthe board
game from 9-10 p.m. Saturday.
of
directors
for the White County
Kaiser said players do not
chapter
of
Habitat
for Humanity,
have to have skill to play and
said
she
became
involved
with
can choose to play for an hour
after
Harding
students
Habitat
or more. Volunteers are also
needed to take money for tickets showed interest in beginning the
and wristbands, help in game and process of establishiq.g Habitat in
food booths and umpire for the White County.
"I was immediately drawn to
softball game.
"You don't have to be a su- the principles and practices of
perstar softball player," Kaiser Habitat, along with the fact that
said. "Anyone ·c an play for an it is a Christian organization,"
Petty said. "I quickly realized the
hour or two."
Kaiser said the Dugout is one great need in this area for Habitat
of the main events she hopes will homes, as well. The organization
produces results and the concept
be successful.
was
very appealing to me."
''The Dugout is a really good opPetty
said she anticipates sucportunity to get a group of friends
in
"The
Catch" weekend.
cess
together and find cardboard1 duct
"[The
success
will be] based
tape, scrap wood, whatever you
can find and build a little house on the enthusiastic and thorough
out of it and live in it all weekend," planning of all those involved,"
Kaiser said. 'The American Society Petty said. "What a great group
of Interior Design will judge it of young adults, with exciting
based on things like durability, ideas and the energy to implement them!" a
creativity and originality."
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KILEY MABRY/Student Association

T41e .Catch Highlights:
Friday
9 a.m. Kickoff Chapel and first
pitch
10 a.m. Dugout opens
2 p.m. Janet Huckabee speaks
10 p.m. Dugout deadline

Saturday
.,
9 a.m. Softball resumes !,· 1 '
10 a.m. "Tee-Ball" Time for kids
2 p.m. Mayor Belinda Laforce
speaks
8 p.m. Battle of the Bands

Sunday
8 a.m. Morning worship for
players and Dugout
9 a.m. Softball resumes
12 p.m. Dugout judging
7 p.m. Ending ceremony

New list of 'Seven Wonders of the World' up for vote
MARY HARDAGE
student reporter

Switzerland native Bernard Weber is close
to creating a new selection of "Seven Wonders
ofthe World," according to a March 26 Arizona
Republic article.
Six years ago, Weber started the New Seven
Wonders Foundation to formally recognize a
new set of seven wonders. This time the world
can vote, by telephone, for their top choices
for the list, which is displayed on www.new?Wonders.com.
Locations were nominated and the top 77
selections moved on for further elimination.
Currently, voters can choose between 21 final
selections, which include landmarks such as the
Great Wall of China, the Statue of Liberty and
Stonehenge, according to the Republic.
Philon of Byzantium named the Seven Won-

ders of the World in 200
B.C. as a tourist guide for
travelers. He chose the
Lighthouse of Alexandria, Temple of Artemis,
Statue of Zeus, Colossus of
Rhodes, Hanging Gardens
of Babylon, Mausoleum of
Halicarnassus and the Great
Pyramids of Egypt. Of the
seven, only the pyramids still stand today. For
this reason, Weber wants to update the list.
Sophomore Tristan Grant said he agrees
with Weber's thought process and believes
there is a legitimate argument for the creation
of a new list. Grant said he thinks the Sydney
Harbor Bridge should be an option for the
new list. Grant, a native.of Australia, said it is
simply "amazing."
Freshman Peter Khallaf said he thinks there

is no replacement for the
original Seven Wonders
of the World.
"I don't like the idea of
taking away from history
even if some of the structures don't eJclst," Khallaf
said. "I think adding to the
DON GAINESfThe Bison list is a better option."
Khallaf said he thinks
the Coliseum in Rome, which is one of the final
21 selections, could be a good addition to the
list. He enjoys the architecture and history of
the structure.
Khallaf said he feels the Grand Canyon
should be another possible option in adding
to the list.
"The Grand Canyon is a work of art in its
natural state," Khallaf said.
Although the 9riginal seven wonders were

all man-made, Khallaf thinks natural wonders
should be on the list as well.
Dr. Jeffrey Hopper, dean of the Honors
College and International Programs, favors
sticking with the original list.
'Tm comfortable with the ones we've had,"
Hopper said. "I don't think the human race
has gotten any smarter or better off than it
was 2,000 years ago, other than perhaps some
advances in health care."
Hopper has been to every continent except
Antarctica, and about 40 GOUntries. He said he
would have liked to have see Machu Picchu of
Peru on the list.
Hopper said Machu Picchu is an "amazing ,
center of civilization" where much of the history
of the Incas can be explored.
On Jan. 1, 2007, the final results of the voting will be broadcast live on a globally televised
event, according to Weber's Web site. c

Hoggard Team

Both
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We've grown to serve you better!
Whether you're looking to buy a home or sell
your current property, we can help! Go to our Web site,
www.hoggardteam.com, and use our mortgage
calculator, browse ALL the active listings in the area,
get stats and facts about Searcy and much more!
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'.; STRAIGHT TEETH. NO BRACES.
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Get the beautiful smile you've always wanted.
The latest technology makes it possible.
No braces. Nothing to hold you back,

Sales Associate,
Tish Pace
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Judy's Cell: (501) 593-1800
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office: (501) 268-3335
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NEWS
Military image tainted

Orchestra concert

by rape, mistreatment
Harding students, faculty consider merits ofwar
"In regards t o boot camp deaths,
Marshall told me that every cycle of
boot camp has a number of recruits
Recent reports of military mis- that hide very serious medical probconduct have continued debate over lems for fear of being rejected from
the war in Iraq.
the military," Ireland said. 'We can't
The Associated Press reported always trust the view of the media
on March 17 that military sexual b ecause they usually don 't get all
abuse statistics have risen, the AP the facts from the military."
released a report March 14 that a
The treatment of prisoners falls
14-year-old boy died in a Florida along thesamelinesasthetreatment
boot camp after being allegedly mis- of b oot camp cadets, specifically
treated by guards, and treatment of Iraqi prison ers in places like Abu
Iraqi prisoners by U.S. soldiers was Ghraib. The prison gained notoriety
recently in the news again with the in 2003 when photographs of U.S.
decision to close the Abu
t roops abusing Iraqis
Ghraib prison in Baghdad "If our country truly surfaced, according t o
in the next three months, believes in treating MSNBC.
l d
according to a March 10
"It's a lot like p e ge
MSNBC article.
everyone equally, we week," Elrod said. "Some
need to uphold that
d
The March 17 article
people just don't nee to
h
belief even beyond
said sexual assault incib e alone with fres men,
our borders."
dent statistics have risen
or in this case, prisonnearly 40 percent in 2005,
IKE PETERS,
ers. I think the military
but these statistics can be
sophomore
does a pretty good job of
slightly deceiving. Due
weedingoutthose people
to the installation of new
to make sure they're not
victim help programs, the statistics in those situations."
may seem higher because more
Elrod also said he thinks the
victims now feel more comfortable military has been efficient in holding
those soldiers accountable, sending
reporting the problems.
According to a March 14 De- them to jail and administering other
partment of Defense report, the necessary punishments.
DepartmentofDefenseandMilitary
Sophomore Ike Pet ers said
Services implemented more efficient prisoners should be treated with
response methods to help victims of dignity.
sexual assault in 2005. Confidential
"If our country truly believes in
reporting, training more staff to treating everyone equally, we need
administer services and integrating to uphold that belief even beyond
more awareness in basic military our borders," Peters said.
instruction are all part of working
Peters said that, as a Christian,
toward the Department's goal to he does not want to be too quick to
establish a climate of confiden ce judge others, even prisoners. He
that encou rages r eporting, the said thereisno reasontojustifythe
report said.
mistreatment of others. ·
The March 14 AP article included
"I don't want people to die, but
a ruling from a medical examiner hon estly I really don't know what
that 14-year-old boot camp cadet t o believe," Peters said. "I'd like
Martin Lee Anderson did not die of to believe [the military] is serving ·
natural causes as previously thought. [the] country's interests and doing
Instead, h e may have died due to a great job." .
~~ · .
. ·
mist reatment fr9m gtl# ds. / ../
Dr. Mark Elrod, associate pr
, U ·
~tattttsJioaj iiave go-neW:sor of political science and Navy air . Iraq in the first place.
.
crewman and reconnaissance pilot
"Knowing the professionalism of
from 1976 to 1980, said he thinks the men and women in the service,
the military is quite aggressive in I don't think it is fair to put them
the way it addresses issues like boot . in a situation without a dear exit
camp abuse and sexual assault.
strategy," Elrod said. "Fr9µi
ex"The military is a cross segmen~ pefience1 we [fell?w N~~),Pe~~rs]
of society with all kinds of people, ' . were much happl~r domg a~s,s~n
Elrod said. "You have your really' · understa.n ding why -we were domg j
good and nice people, and then whatwewere<;ioing. Thepresident :
your not-so-good and nice people. . .even said tha~ His successor: will
It's not fair to judge an organization .have to deal with [Iraq]."
''
by extreme cases."
",. However, despite his beliefs about
But Elrod said he ultimately going to war, Elrod said he prays
chose not to continue a career in every day that the troops overseas
the military.
will be able to come home safely.. ,.
Though Elrod said his family
Ireland said the war in Iraq used
had roots in the military, his father to seem a distant part of her life, hU;t '
fought in World War II and both his things have changed.
brother and sister served in the armed
"Now, with the thought of Marforces, he said he had a change of shall goin g overseas in a year, it
heart after his second year.
seems so real; so close to home,"
"I didn't feel like this was some- Ireland said.
thing I needed to do," Elrod said.
Ireland said she believes, however,
"I felt that, as a Christian, my job that there is much more being acof destroying Russian submarines complished in Iraq than the media
was going against my beliefs. I portray.
don't pass judgme nt on p e ople
"What the media t end to h ide
who do that job though. It's really are the Iraqi families that support
a personal decision."
Americans because of the peace they
Se nior Amy Ireland said h er are bringing and the lives they are
boyfriend, Marshall Sexson, is a . saving," Ireland said. "If we were
Marine. Ireland said she has recently to pull out now, then so much of
become more interested in military what we have accomplished would
be wasted." a
issues and events.
KRISTIN KELLEY
student reporter

The Harding University Orchestra performs March 27 in the Reynolds Recital Hall. The orchestra - comprised of Harding students,
local professionals and advanced students from the White County Youth Orchestra program - played pieces like Verdi's overture to
"Nabucco" and Gabriel Faun~'s "Pavane."

President's approval ratings sinking
history, said.
Jewell said the Dubai port issue
turned into a "political nightmare"
President Bush's nationwide ap- for Bush.
"For one, it seems that he got
proval ratings have been hovering in
the 30th to 4oth percentile in recent blindsided by this himself, then the
months, dropping to 36 percent in revelation came out that h e didn't
early March, according to a March learn about it until the time it was
b ecoming front page lead story
13 Gallup Poll release.
According to a March 28 Christian n ews, [with] the rest of us finding
Science Monitor article, Bush has out," Jewell said. "[Then] he didn't
become less popular even among make any concerted effort until the
Republicans because of disputes wagon was halfway down the hill
surrounding his decision
to reassure the America n
"He is a president
people that this was a b eto allow a Dubai, United
with the people's
nign development."
Arab Emirates, company,
welfare in mind."
Dubai Ports World, to
Jewell said, in addition
take over cargo processto the delayed response,
TYLER BOND,
ing at several U.S. ports.
Bush made a mistake trysophomore
ing to focus exclusively
This, compounded with
on the UAE government's
the reaction of how the
"friendly" relationship with.
administration h andled
the Hurricane Katrina disaster and the United States.
"The thing you always have to
· t h e war in Iraq, led to disapproval
keep in mind is that today's realby the majority of Americans.
The House Appropriations Com- ity doesn't always guarantee what
mittee voted 62 - 2 March 8 to prevent tomorrow's reality is going to b e,"
DP World's takeover, according to Jewell said.
Sophomore Robby' Dakin, creth e March 18 Arizona Daily Star.
"The Dubai Company is not going ator of the "George Bush Is Not My
to be in charge of security; that will Homeboy" Facebook group, said his
remain in the hands of U.S. Customs main problems with Bush are based
and other law enforcement person- on the war in Iraq.
"Bush claimed that we went to
n el," Dr. Fred Jewell, professor of
CHAD WEBBER
student reporter

Iraq due to the threat of weapons
of mass destruction," Dakin said.
"Well, we haven't found any, and,
more importantly, innocent people
are losing their lives."
According to a March 16-17 Newsweek poll, 65 percent of Americans
surveyed said they did not approve
of Bush's handling of Iraq.
"The ratings are fair and accurate
and were caused by the m ess in Iraq
that is killing thousands of [Americans],
the lack of successful management
of Hurricane Katrina and the lacking sen se of national security when
it comes to our nation's borders,"
sophomore Lucas Watson said.
Sophomore Tyler Bond said h e
believes Bush is h andling his presidency with the utmost responsibility
and diligence.
"He is a president with the people's
welfare in mind," Bond said. "He
wouldn't misguide t h e American
people even if the truth would mean
a decline in his popularity."
Referring to the approval ratings,
sophomore Mike Ethington said polls
do not say everything or represent
the entire n ation.
"[Polls] indicate something, but
they are not to be trusted," Ethington
said. "I think the president's doing
a great job." a
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Collection affection
Cave said some of her first pieces were
pop music artists.
"My first ad was - although I wish it
Id coins, butterflies, wasn't - Hanson," Cave said. "I think
rocks, bumper stickers, I got a Brit.n ey Spears one around the
comicbooks and stamps same time."
The advertisements include a list of
share one thing in common - all are popular celebrities meant to appeal to a broader
range of people. The cast of "Friends," the
American collections.
Whether it's Barbies, baseball Powerpuff Girls and Ray Charles are just
cards or Beanie Babies, any can a few to wear the milk mustache.
be something to collect, something
Others may be intrigued by random,
to define a small part of oneself, everyday items.
something to claim as an investJunior Corey McEntyre started collectment, regardless of actual value.
ing restaurant menus almost four years
Maybe a collection is purely for ago and has more than 150.
fun. Junior Natilee Cave has a callee"My original [idea] was to put them in
tion ofmore than
a kitchen where the whole wall would
60 "Got Milk?" "I have nine patches be menus," McEntyre said. "Right now
advertisements.
now, but my favorite is I just keep them in a box."
"I just think the Athens patch. It has
McEntyre said his favorite is from
they're cool and the Acropolis on it, which the Serendipity restaurant in New
loaded with the 'Who's reminds me of walking York City.
Who' of celebrities," around Athens in the
A collection can be more ambiguous
Cave said. "Plus, it's
than
a specific item. Music is becoming
Plaka."
good advertising."
more readily available through se:rvices
The "Got Milk?"
such as iTunes that sell songs for 99
LOGAN HUNTER,
campaign began in
cents. MP3 players allow listeners
Junior
to walk around with an
the 1990s to reverse
a 30-year decrease
entire collection
of music at
in milk consumption,
according to its official Web site, www. their fingerwhymilk.com. The Web site lists more than tips. Gone
200 ads created and provides a checklist are the
days
for avid collectors like Cave.
"My mom and sister collect them as ofrewell," Cave said. "Mine are organized in rord
cola binder in protective sheets."
KALI FLEWELLEN
student reporter

0

lections. Terms like 45s and RPMs are
obsolete to the CD and MP3 generation.
Some people may not obsess about or
even recognize their personal collections.
Memorabilia fill a life with memories and
creates a collection on its own.
Junior Logan Hunter traveled with
Harding University to Greece in Spring
2005. In Greece, she began her collection of patches representing the places
she visited both with the travel abroad
program and by herself.
\ "I have nine patches now, but my favorite
is the Athens patch," Hunter said. "It has
the Acropolis on it, which reminds me of
walking around Athens in the Plaka."
Patches represent the personal side
to collections. For Hunter, her set is far
from complete.
"I really want to go to Sydney, Australia, and the Great Wall of China," Hunter
said. "But even then I won't be finished
traveling."
Regardless ofthe collection, the collector
has their own story behind the items. a
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Going the extra.mile
Father in Germany fl.ies to Searcy for games
KRISTIN KELLEY
student reporter

-,

·-

lying halfway across the world
and battling jet lag only to
drive to a small town in the
middle of Arkansas is not
the typical weekend for most
people, but Mark and Julie Ellis
have made this experience their
weekly routine for the past two
years during college football season.
Parents may enjoy watching their
children play sports and try to
attend as many games as possible, but the Ellis family took
this love the extra mile.
Ellis said their children
are the single most important part of their lives.
Their son, senior Jonathan
Ellis, played football for
Harding and finished
his final season last
semester.
Jonathan's parents supported him throughout his
football career by attending
almost every game in high
school and college. He said
his mother also cooked every
pre-game meal for his high
school team, on the road or
at home.
"I think my dad may have
missed one away ga)lle,"
Jonathan said. "My mom
may have missed a total of
four games."
Parents' dedication to
attend every game may not
seem so uncommon, but the
Ellises do not have just a
couple of states to cross to
catch a game - they cross

the Atlantic Ocean.
"He started for three years."
Ellis said his job took him to
Jonathan's parents have watched
Germany almost two years ago his collegiate football career progress,
to work in international software even since the move to Germany two
years ago. Jonathan said his mom
sales.
"A prerequisite of accepting the and dad would fly in from Munich
move was, of course, coming home and drive to Searcy or wherever
each weekend in the fall for football," the away game was held. In fact,
Ellis said. "Somehow.in the past Ellis said he has almost earned
10 years, I have found a way from
Delta Million Mile Member status
whatever city or country my
because of all of
work led me to be there for "Somehow in the past his traveling.
the opening kickoff of each 10 years, I have found a
''I'd say they
and every one of my two way from whatever city made between six
or country my work led and eight trips from
sons' football games."
me to be there for the
August to NovemJonathan and his older
opening kickoff..."
brother, David, who played
ber," Jonathansaid
football for Harding for two
"Most of the time,
MARK ElUS,
seasons, were both born in
my dad's business
father
Canada. Jonathan said he
only pays for two
moved to Atlanta when he
trips back home,
was 9 years old and started
but they bent the
playing football for Greater
rules for him a
Atlanta Christian School in seventh little bit."
grade. He played football for GACS
Jonathan said when his parents
through his senior year of high came to town, he and his dad would
school and thought that was the go eat breakfast together on the day
end of his football career_
of home games.
"After my last game, I decided I
"I don't like to talk much on game
was done, that I was going to have day," Jonathan said. "So while my
fun in college," Jonathan said. "But mom was doing her thing with her
second semester, one day I went up friends in town, my dad and I would
to the weight room and I realized just slide out to get something to
I didn't have anything to work out eat and talk about the game."
'
for anymore. I decided I did want
Tribble said Jonathan and his fato play [in college]."
ther share a unique family bond.
Jonathan walked onto Harding's
"It's great to see families that supteam as a defensive end his fresh- port their sons during their college
man year in 2001, Randy Tribble, careers, but this was definitely an
head football coach, said. He was extreme case," Tribble said. "I know
a red-shirt his first year and later as a dad of sons who play football,
earned a partial athletic scholar- one of my biggest joys is watching
ship, Tribble said.
my sons compete, so I know Mr. Ellis
"Jon was a very good and tough is glad he has the [opportunity] to
football player for us," Tribble said. be there for [Jonathan]." a
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Diner delights
with sweet deal
MARY HARDAGE
student reporter

I

f you are looking for a cozy
atmosphere, great food and
friendly service, The Cookie
Basket is a sure choice. This
little restaurant, located at
106 E. Market St. in downtown
Searcy, offers customers an
alternative to the everyday
dine-in restaurant.
Alongwith sandwiches, salads
and soups, The Cookie Basket
offers five types of delicious
cookies. Customers can purchase
the cookies by the dozen, halfdozen or individuaily. Waiter
Adam Smith said they bake a
total of 700 chocolate chip,
oatmeal raisin, peanut butter,
snicker doodle and lemon iced
cookies daily.
The peanut butter cookie is
a fantastic choice, even if you
are not a peanut butter lover . It
is baked to perfection and does
not overload with the richness
of peanut butter.
The owners said The Cookie
Basket's most popular cookie
- the lemon iced - is also a
treat from heaven, which sells
about 300 daily.
Each sandwich is served with
chips, a pickle and a cookie.
Customers should be sure to
try their s ignature chicken
salad sandwich. Their grilled
cheese sa ndwich is cooked

jus t how mom
made it. Other
choices include
pimento cheese,
tuna salad, hot
ham and cheese,
turkey and cheese,
corned beefon rye,
BLT, Reuben and
classic club.
Looking for
an affordable
lunch?
That'sOK;order
the soup ofthe day
and salad combo
for only $4·99·
Order your choice
of honey mustard
chicken, classic
chicken Caesar,
classic chef or
house salad.
The Cookie
Basket offers daily =
'"~'----"'"--"'---"""--....__._--'-'--"'
CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison,
specials, ranging
from poppy seed Owners Tony and Catherine Malnar offer a cookie with every meal served at The Cookie Basket, coming in a variety of choices such as chocolate chip, oatmeal, strawberry, snickchicken with green erdoodle and lemon-iced. The restaurant was opened in 1993 on Market Street.
beans on Tuesday
t o t aco salad on
"We won't start remodeling of this school year.
might have.
with her husband.
Fridays.
Tony and Catherine Malnar
"I appreciate working together until school is out," she said.
"Th e Cookie Basket has
The service is also a plus have owned the restaurant since because we both know what's
Catherine said the restaurant good food and great prices,"
- especially ifyou have a short 1997. The establishment h as going on [in the workplace]," might have to close for a week Hitt said. "Their cookies are
lunch break. I was greeted im- been on Market Street since she said.
during this process.
amazing."
mediately when I walked in, 1993. Catherine Malnar said her
Catherine also said The
Sophomores Megan Hitt,
Hinckley said she likes The
and my order was brought out husband has been in the food Cookie Basket is u p for re- Jessica Hinckley and Kristin Cookie Basket because of its
to me in less than two minutes. industry for 25 years and likes modeling beginning around Mitchell go to T h e Cookie quaint atmosphere."
The waiter followed up on my the change of pace The Cookie May. She assu red Harding Basket "as often as possible."
The Cookie Basket is open
order a nd was easily acces- Basket offers. Catherine said students the remodeling will The trio has been coming to the weekdays only from 8 a.m. to
sible to answer any question I she enjoys being able to work not affect them.
restaurant since the beginning 2:30 p.m. a

Music with intelligent twist
level, My Morning Jacket. Basically, it's
carefully orchestrated multi-instrumental
music with Appalachian sensitivities. On
nless you've been hiding underthis album, Sufjan plays piano, oboe, reground for the last few months,
corder, banjo, guitar, vibraphone, bass and
drums and he sings, too.
you've heard of Sufjan Stevens, the
singer-songwriter-inst rumentalMusicianship isn't the only selling point
ist from Michigan who has swept
for this album. Sufjan utilizes his degree
in creative writing to wondrous effect in
the college music scene and independent
music world in general within these last few each of his songs, creating fascinating, yet
historically accurate, songs about Illinois,
months.
including references to John Wayne Gacy
His name - it's Armenian - literally
means "comes with the sword," yet he
Jr. - the serial killer in the clown suit
couldn't be better suited to create such
- and the celebration of an Illinois-specific
flowing and magnificent works of truly
holiday, Casimir Pulaski Day.
American chamThis album is not exactly catchy
ber-folk as his lat est
pop. Sufjan stays within the chamber-folk genre, but just barely. Many
album "Come On,
tracks, such as the stunning end
Feel the Illinoise" or,
shortened, "Illinois."
track "Out of Egypt, Into the Great
Laugh of Mankind, and I Shake the
This album is the
Dirt From My Sandals As I Run" are
second installment
in his highly a mbinothing but instrumentals, albeit
fascinating and well-orchestrat ed
tious quest to explore
and memorialize the
instrumentals.
myths and culOther tracks branch out and
tural significance of each of the Union's 50
embrace rock and funk sensibilities, such
st ates. "Greetings from Michigan, the Great as "They Are Night Zombies!! They Are
Neighbors!! They Have Come Back From
Lakes State" was the first, and was what
launched him into the public eye, although
the Dead!! Ahhhhh! " and "Chicago."
This album does play for quite some time
he had previously produced numerous
records.
·
and really must be listened to in its entirety
"Illinois" does not need this context or
to be properly enjoyed.
Those disclaimers aside, this album is
momentum from any previous album to
hold its own, however. This album is so
absolutely immaculate.
beautifully constructed that, even running
Sufjan also has an interest in graphic
design, almost a requisite for independent
a seemingly endless 74 minutes over 21
tracks, it stole Amazon.corn's number one
musicians today. Highlight tracks include
"Best of 2005" album pick.
"Come on! Feel the lliinoise! The World's CoFor those wondering wh at, exactly,
lumbian Exposition/ Carl Sandburg Visits Me
chamber-folk is, think HEM or, on a lesser
in a Dream" and "John Wayne Gacy, Jr." a
ZACH FONVILLE
student reporter

U
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Teaching Opportunit _ies

www.abc.com

Celebs try on dancing shoes
MELISSA MCDONALD
student reporter

BC's "Dancing With
the Stars" has waltzed,
tangoed and cha cha' d
through two seasons
of pairing celebrities
with professional dancers in
competition. The couples are
judged by profession als and
voted on by viewers, with one
couple being eliminated each
week. Live musical acts perform
and a 15-piece band plays while
the couples dance.
The show is b ased on t h e
British "Strictly Come Dancing,"
which premiered on BBC in May
2004 and has run three seasons.
Two of the show's judges, Len
Goodman and Bruno Tonioli,
also judge on "Dancing with
the Stars."
Season o ne of "Dancin g
Wit h the Stars" premiered
June 1, 2005, and con sisted
of six couple~.
Season two premiered Jan.
5 and was hosted by returning
Tom Bergeron and E! Entertainm ent Television's Samantha
Harris. Ten couples competed.
Celebrity dancers were ESPN

sports anchor Kenny Mayne,
actress Tatum O'Neal, journalist Giselle Fernandez, rapper
Master P, actress Tia Carrere,
actor George Hamilton, actress
Lisa Rinna, WWE wre&tler Stacy
Keibler, NFLwide receiver Jeny
Rice and former 98 Degrees
member Drew Lachey.
Professional dancers were
Andrea Hale, Nick Kosovich,
Jonath a n Robert s, Ashly
DelGrosso, Max Chmerkovskiy, Edyta Sliwinksa, Louis
van Amst el, Tony Dovolani,
Anna Trebunskaya and Cheryl
Burke.
Drew Lach ey and Ch eryl
Burke were the winners.
Judge Len Goodman was the
head judge on "Strictly Come
Dancing." His experience as a
judge comes from his adult life
as a dan cer, specializing in a
kind of ballroom dancing called
"exhibition dancing," accor(fing
to ABC's "Dancing Wit h the
Stars" Web site. Goodman has
also been a dance teacher.
J udge Carrie Ann Inaba is a
choreographer who provides the
contestants with honesty even
when it is not popular, according
to the Web site. She makes the

contestants work for the praise
they receive. She has choreographed in movies, television
series and music videos such
as "American Idol: The Search
for a Superstar," "Married by
America" and "The Swan," according to the Internet Movie
Database Web site.
Judge Bruce Tonioli is the
most posit ive, the Web site
reported. Tonioli's history as
a dancer and choreographer
allows him to praise and offer
criticism to each couple.
Tonioli began as a dan cer
before being a choreographer,
and has worked in m ovies,
music videos, plays and television commercials such as "Ella
Enchanted" and "What a Girl
Wants," accordingtotheIMDB
Web site.
The show's debut reached
13.5 million viewers and
increased 12 percent to 15.1
million viewers in its second
episode, a June 14 USA Today
article reported.
The show's official Web site
helps associate viewers with the
show. Visitors can learn about
the show, as well as the different
kinds of dances performed. a
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Materials and Training Provided
Degree Required - Any Subject

Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you.

NO Language Training Required
16 Hrs Max In-Class Time per Week

Gr e at Evan ge listic Opportunity!
Please send a one page resume and references to:
Asian Teaching Opportunities
First Colony Church of Christ
2140 First Colony Blvd
Sugar L and, TX 77479
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Beware of misspellings, inadvertent paradoxes and genuine wit

r

e marquee has become a
taple of the American roadside
ndsuburbanlandscapein
eneral. Not to be confused
with marquis (the nobility
title normally associated with the
French), this is a sign with movable
letters, often backlit at night.
Originally adopted by theaters as an
effective way of being able to quickly
display and change information
about their entertainment offerings,
they've since become common
in front of fast food restaurants,
package liquor stores and churches.
Personally, I always have found
this combination of the primary
promulgators of the lit movable-text
sign to be rather humorous in and
of itself, regardless of the content
of the marquees. (Especially since,
these days, most theater marquees
a person sees are for motion
pictures and not for the older - and
perhaps more cultured - sort
of entertainment that used to be
associated with a theater.)
These signs advertise cheap and
vulgar entertaim~ent, cheap and
unhealthy food, cheap prices on
. substances that frequently lead to
vulgar and unhealthy entertainment,
and ... places of worship.
AB much as I enjoy the
unintentional humor created by
the misspellings of thing such as
"crunchwrap supreme" or the puerile
work of adolescent pranksters
rearranging marquees to create new
messages, I think the best humor
resulting from a 'marquee comes
from those planted near the roadside
elevations of churches.

more worthwhile than wealth, but
you can't read it fast enough to gain
that wisdom and knowledge. See,
funny.)
Of course, unintentional humor
has its place within the realm of
church marquee comedy. Most of
these fall into the same category of
misspellings or awkward wordings
found in church bulletins and then
subsequently passed around in chain
" e-mail, and hardly need discussing.
A lot of the messages on
However, the best - or worst
church marquees are written
- unintentionally humorous church
marquee I've ever seen was in an
to be humorous but are either
apparently
photo of
so trite or poorly-executed that the marqueeundoctored
of a congregation of a
they fall flat from a comedy
certain Protestant denomination,
proclaiming
"A FREE THINKER
perspective.
IS SATAN'S SL.AVE," in eight-inch
sans-serif type. You know, because
it's not like Jesus ever said that
knowledge of truth gives freedom,
Honestly, a lot of the messages
and certainly the prophet Isaiah
on church marquees are written to
never recorded any desire of the
be humorous but are either so trite
Lord for him and his people to
or poorly-executed that they fall flat
reason together.
from a comedy perspective.
Don't be alarmed, though. There
On the other hand, whoever it
is a bright spot in the midst of
is at some of these congregations
this dimly-lit fluorescent tableau
that decide to emblazon their 5of church marquees. A church
by-7-foot marquee next to a state
outside Dexter, Mo. - whose
highway with a speed limit of 55
damaged roof is covered by a blue
miles an hour with Proverbs 16:16
tarp - has a marquee stating only
in a translation harkening back
"Roof damaged. Foundation firm."
to Shakespearian English must
The message - clever, concise and
have a sense of humor - as it is
intentionally humorous - is what
rather improbable that any passerall marquee writers should aspire to
by would have time to read and
create. CJ
comprehend the message as they
BENJAMIN LAMB is a humor columnist for the
drive past. (Proverbs 16:16 being a
particularly funny choice because it's Bison and may be contacted at blamb@
harding.edu.
about wisdom and knowledge being
BENJAMIN LAMB
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Guest

Accepting responsibility for a sin not specifically one's own

A

couple of years ago I started
receiving copies of the
Bison mailed to my home in
Hartford, Conn. A few weeks
ago, information I read in
one of the articles troubled me.
"Favoritism Forbidden: 42 years
Integrated" (the Bison, 2/3/06) was
a piece on the integration of black
students into the Harding community
in 1963, under the leadership of
then-president George ·Benson.
I knew Harding had at one
time prohibited blacks from ·
attending the school, but during
my time as a student in Searcy, I
had never heard anyone talk about
the rationale behind Hardihg's
segregational stance. The article
quoted chancellor Ganus as stating
the reason for the college's slow
movement on this landmark decision
was that president Benson "believed
financial support would decrease
and interracial dating and marriage
would lead to divorce."
I read these sentences again and
again. Harding denied a Christian
education to black students because
it was afraid donations would drop?
Over the last few months, some
friends and I have been studying the
book of Nehemiah, a Jewish exile
who was probably pretty comfortable
in the city of Susa, working for
Artaxerxes, the king of Persia. One
of the things that surprised me was
Nehemiah's response when he got
word about the plight of his fellow
Jews who were living in Jerusalem,
hundreds of miles away. When
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Guest

Space
Shouldn't a Christian university
be at the forefront on matters
of justice, rather than decades
behind?

he heard how the city had been
devastated, Nehemiah sobbed and
went into a period of mourning and
fasting. In his prayers, Nehemiah
confessed sin, but not just his own
wrongdoings. He also confessed the
sins of his fathers. Nehemiah was
taking responsibility for the wrongs
committed by his ancestors, which
may have contributed to the struggles
his countrymen were facing in
Jerusalem.
This concept of owning up not
just to your own sins but to the sins
of your people is a concept God
introduced to Moses on Mount
Sinai. God told Moses that when
the pepple rebelled, he would
remember his covenant with them
if they would "confess their sins and
the sins of their fathers" (Leviticus '
26:40). While Scripture is clear

... ~~------··-----------...·- ~-·· · ·

that the son doesn't bear the guilt
of his father's sin (Ezekiel 18), there
are consequences of sin that can
transcend generations.
So, back to the matter of
integration at Harding: Shouldn't
a Christian university be at the
forefront on matters ofjustice, rather
than decades behind? (While the
Supreme Court ordered desegration
in 1954, the University of Arkansas
began admitting blacks prior to
the court order - nearly 14 years
before Harding). We in the Harding
community denied justice to our
black brothers and sisters for far
too long and for reasons that are
embarrassing at best.
A few years ago, Dr. Royce Money,
president of Abilene Christian
University, owned up to the same
sin that had been committed by his
university. Money drove down to
Southwestern Christian College in
Terrell, Texas (Southwestern is a
Church of Christ college started by
blacks in the 1950s when they were
denied admission to other Christian
schools), stood before an auditorium
filled with African-Americans and
pulled a "Nehemiah," publicly
confessing ACU's sins of racism and
discrimination and asking for the
forgiveness of his black brothers and
sisters in Christ. Maybe it's time for
those of us in the Harding family to
own up to our sins as well. CJ
REX FOWLER is a 1983 graduate of Harding and
may be contacted at rekser@aol.com.
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am going to graduate soon - in
less than two months - and do
not know what I am going to do
for the rest of my life. I have many
ideas about what I could do with
my English and history majors, but it
is hard for me to picture myself doing
any of them. I envy the nursing and
education majors who know exactly
where their majors lead; in general,
liberal arts majors seem to be a little
more directionally challenged. People
say I have skills like writing and
research now, but skills don't get you
very far if you don't know what you
want to do with them.
I suppose part of my problem and probably the problem for many in
our generation - is that I want to do
something big, something that could
change the world. Not that this desire
is a problem in itself, but for some it
causes paralysis: I want to know what
I can do that will place me in the annals of history or at least earn respect
from my community. If I don't know
that, I don't know what I can do.
Part of the process of attempting to
make career choices has led me to understand that what I do is not nearly
as important as who I am. (But who
am I? Wasn't I supposed to figure that
out by now? Isn't that what college is
for? I feel cheated.) We seem to want
to define people by their jobs, their
majors.
At least
for me, my
Skills don't
majors were
get you very
the subjects I
liked most in
far if you don't
school when
know what
it came time
you want to do
to fill out that
blank spot
with them.
on college
application
forms. D0n~t
J ·• 1 , , ' ,
1.>-t· ', 1q
get me wrong; I ·do not regret my· ·• :· ,..,1:
decision about my majors, but I am
anxious about how I will use it in the
real world. How will what I learned in
college help me make a difference in
the world or put food on the table?
Then again, wanting to do some- .
thing to change the world may be selfish on my part. If I change the world, ,· '
then people will know who I am, and I
like people knowing who I am. I have
to reconcile with myself that no matter what path I choose, my influence
may be limited and great accomplishments may never receive any recognition.
When did we begin believing that
what we do detern1ines our worth? I
suppose as soon as Cain killed Abel
for bringing a better sacrifice. History
does not teach us the lesson that our .
parents and churches have attempted
to, that our value lies in who we are.
It is nice to receive recognition, but
that only lasts for a short while. And
the people who care about us most
are not as impressed or as critical as
history may be.
I doubt Martha told George every
day for the rest of their lives, "Way to
go, being the first president." Or that
Ad'am constantly reminded Eve how
she had let that snake dupe her. One
moment can't and shouldn't define us.
Because our knowledge of the past is
based on the "big stuff," we seek that
one thing that will make us stand out.
The truth is the winners and losers
have both their moments in the sun
and in shame. Our worth and character are not based on what we do, but
are reflected in what we do. An old
lesson, but one that I constantly need
to be reminded of.
Now we just have to apply this to
the real world and realize that a lot
can be done to change the world - or
at least change someone else's world.
I can't continue to follow in someone
else's footsteps forever; I must forge
my own path and find my own road
diverged in a yellow wood. And then,
perhaps, I will find my true calling.
Maybe this is not something you
struggle with: you know exactly where
you want to go, who you want to be;
you have already had your revelation.
I, however, must rest assured that
God knows who I am and where I will
be, and maybe he will let me in on the
plan soon. CJ
MAGGIE BROUSSARD is a guest columnist for
the Bison and may be contacted at mabroussard@harding.edu.
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Grace, free and abundant
The aspect
of this crime
making it more
inromprehensible
than typical
murders is how
precisely it fits
into our niche
of culture.

G

race comes in all sizes, flooding the tiniest
pinprick assaults of evil as well as inundating
the wounds of tragedy, offering a stronghold in
times of ordinariness and in times of trouble,
offering a contagious healing the recipient can
spread to anyone who is willing. God pours it over us
freely, with his only stipulation being we pour it out
without discretion on others. The process of passing the
grace doesn't normally feel natural for most of us, but
sometimes the process escalates to where it seems almost
too much to be an option, like the average human doesn't
even have the right to show that much grace to someone
else.
Almost every day for the past week and a half, the
media have offered a new detail to a scene that may
be haunting a lot of us and that could easily grow to
legendary proportions. The facts: Matthew Winkler, the
minister at the Fourth Street Church of Christ in Selmer,
Tenn., was shot twice in the back March 22, and by the
time church members found him, his wife and three
daughters had disappeared. They were found the next day
in Alabama. The allegations: Mary Winkler, the minister's
wife, confessed to the crime.
According to a March 24 Fox News report, the police
said Mary apologized to the church from jail, and elder
Robert Shackelford said, "If we don't have forgiveness,
then we don't have anything."
His statement is right. As bizarre as the event was,
we have no role in it other than to offer grace to the
perpetrator - whether it was Mary or someone else - as
freely as the grace that has been offered to us.
And yet our brains putter out and stall before we
understand what happened. The aspect of this crime
making it more incomprehensible than typical murders
is how precisely it fits into our niche of culture. We know
what Southerii morns from the Church of Christ are

like; we may even have one ourselves. We have young
preachers whom we love and who seem to be incapable of
dying soon. We know what goes on at Wednesday evening
services and can empathize with the uneasiness felt at
Winkler's absence. How did this happen? Why?
The police are wisely withholding any motive, and
elder Wilburn Ashe is wisely counseling the church,
as Fox News phrases it, "not to be torn by speculation
and loose talk about the slaying." This illuminates the
most difficult part for those who are involved from afar:
squelching the need to know who is to blame before we
can offer forgiveness to him or her.
We can imagine how the church is feeling, we can
imagine what it must be like to be one of the Winkler
girls, we can imagine how their daily life was for the last
ten years, because our lives are like that, too. But, as Ashe
reminds us, we can't imagine why Matthew Winkler was
killed and we are as yet discouraged from allowing Mary
to take the blame. And so we are called to offer grace
to the situation without a clear idea of who should be
receiving the grace and without any fragment Of a motive
in our minds to help us justify the death.
So we offer grace because of who we are. When one
of our own is killed, we do not unite in anger against the
killer; we unite in a surpassing grace that has redeemed
the broken ones every time it has been accepted. We do
not unite in gossip or slander; we unite in a humility that
says, "We have no idea why this happened, but we don't
need to know. God knows, and we can only apply our
grace here without discretion. We have done as much as
murder in our hearts sometimes, if we are honest with
ourselves."
Matthew Winkler has died an ugly death, one that we
may not understand for a long time. Pray for the Winkler
family, and shower the grace you have been given on the
situation without begrudging it. a

New O·r leans far from rebuilt
Spring break campaign opens eyes to immensity of devastation

0

ver spring break I
went on a campaign to
Plaquemines Parrish,
La., just outside of New
Orleans.
I was expecting to go there and
help people rebuild their homes. I
was under the impression that the
problems down there were being
dealt with. I could not have been
more wrong.
The signs of damage started
about 100 miles north of New Orleans, and as we got closer to the
city, I could hardly believe what I
was seeing. House after house was
sitting in ruin, untouched since
the hurricanes.
The stories on the news were
terrible, but they didn't really sink
in until we walked into what used
to be someone's home and smelled
the stomach-turning stench from
five months of mold and decay.
I knew people were hurting, ·
but I didn't fully comprehend the
pain involved in that ruin until
Nathaniel, a 9-year-old boy from
Mississippi, took us through what
was left of his house, pointing out
where he used to sleep, showing
us what was left of his broken
toys, and pointing out where their
family pictures used to hang.
As of Feb. 28, 46 percent of the
damage in Louisiana had yet to
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Dealing with the violent death of one of our ministers
OUR VIEW
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Thinking
outside
the bubble

I

was introduced to th~ concept of
the "Harding bubble" as a freshman. Within the first few 1days on
campus, my eyes were opened to
a world where having a person of
the opposite sex in your room was a
special occasion, people 18 and older
couldn't smoke and men were not
allowed to wear earrings.
The bubble was a mysterious entity, able to wield control over curfews and skirt lengths. To leave the
Harding campus was to "escape the
bubble," except that sometimes the
bubble could follow students as far
as Little Rock.
Then reality - or a form of it hit. As a sophomore and junior, I began to see there was no such thing as
the bubble. Reality is what you make
it. Do we live at Harding? Does our
everyday life consist of rules and
classes and campus in general? If
these things actually exist, they are
reality.
Since the bubble was considered
an absence of reality, the only conclusion I could
make was that
The bubble
the concept
was a
of the bubble
was created
mysterious
to scare - or
entity, able to
comfort - the
freshman in
wield control
order to give
over
the upperclasscurfews and
man more of a
head start.
skirt lengths.
It became
clear to me

awful things we experienced are a
daily reality for countless people
who have yet to make any progress towards rebuilding and who
haven't received any kind of aid.
We can't forget how much is
· tb
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that rules regarding the opposite
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ecause e u
h · 1
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·
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·
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w h OWI • 0
h arassment h appens. I magrne
. my
shock when a complete stranger
ANDREA CAMERON is a guest columnist for
grabbed my behind as I worked as a
the Bison. She may be contacted at acamsales clerk at the local farm store.
eron@harding.edu.
How does the bubble prepare us
for this?
As a journalist at a Christian
university, I can feel assured that
all interviews conducted within the
bubble are truthful and upright. It
crushed me as I interned at a hometown paper this summer and had
people look me in the eye and lie to
me. I took their words as truth; fortunately, I was kindly corrected by a
co-worker.
How does the bubble prepare us
for this?
As a Christian taking a psychology
course over the summer at a public
university, I was ridiculed daily for
my beliefs. Not by other students,
but by my professor. All the authority figures at Harding have always
been kind and helpful to me, but
stepping outside the bubble brings
cruel words from professors and
rudeness from total strangers.
--.....-. ,,,_.Ill<
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How does the bubble prepare us
OllUll'E
for this?
Navigation
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More st ories
It doesn't. The bubble doesn't
Front page
• Standalone pnotns
prepare
us adequately for sexual ha~
Club process altered, • 'Flying daggers' review
rassment, unethical behavior or reSports
• Sig IM· big mouth
reactions vary
ally mean people.
LeilUI'&
~ Incident makes it
difficult fOI' cops to
People ·
But it's not supposed to.
receive respect
Opinion '
The social club proctsli is on the verge of
I believe it is the responsibility of
Through the ;
significant changes, including the
every student and professor to equip
lenJ '
climilllll:ion of Induction Week and the
students here for life outside the
liardlng
lnduction Revit,'W Team, said offitoials at an
safety of Harding.
UniV1t1Slty
lmer-Club Council meeting April 26.
It's my responsibility to burst the
bubble. And it's yours, too. c

years, from rebuilding. Some
ANDREA CAMERON
areas will never be restored.
When we finally got to
Plaquemines Parrish, the signs
of progress were almost entirely
gone. We kept driving by groups
of tents on the sid e of the road ,
and after a while we realized that's
,, House after house was
where people are still living. The
people ltalked to consider themsitting in ruin, untouched
selves lucky if they have a camper
since the hurricanes.
and even luckier if they can get
running water or electricity. They
have yet to restore power in much
of the area, so the primary source
be touched. Now, they are barely
of electricity is still generators.
halfway done with cleanup, let
On the way to our first work
alone rebuilding.
site,
we passed boats sitting on the
In the 9th Ward,'the part of
roadside
and houses still sitting in
New Orleans that sustained the
ponds.
We
passed graveyards full
most damage, it looked like a
of plastic containers holding bodbomb had gone off. Entire houses
ies that had been pushed above
were sitting in the middle of the
ground
by the water pressure from
street or on top of cars or other
the
flooding.
We found out later
houses. Most roads were impassthat
most
of
those
bodies were still
able because of the seemingly
to
be
identified.
waiting
endless piles of debris.
We all watched the news and
I was looking around hoping to
saw
how bad everything was, and
see construction under way, new
-much
of our country rushed to aid
roofs on houses, or businesses
the
victims
of this terrible tragedy.
ready to reopen. The signs of
the floodwaters subShortly
after
progress, however, were few and
sided,
though,
the stories became
primarily in the higher income
old
news
and
we
all stopped pay- /
and tourist areas of the city. Most
ing
attention.
I
was
oblivious to
of the areas affected by Katrina
the
unbelievable
amount
of work
are months, and in some cases
that still needs to be done. The
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In response to the latest Bison poll,
"Do you agree with the pending
South Dakota law that all abortion
be banned except for abortion in
order to save the mother's life?", 52
percent of voters said they did, while
48 percent said they did not. Visit the
Bison's Web site to vote in this week's
poll: Do you think New Orleans will
ever fully recover from the Katrina
devastation? Results will be reported
in the April 7 issue of the Bison.
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REBECCA KING serves as the editor in chief for
the 2005-2006 Bison. She may be contacted
at rking@harding.edu or at 279-4471 .
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Boston to Kansas; track
tean1meets provisionals
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Harding's men and women runners receive national
recogn.ition as indoor track ends and outdoor begi.ns
ABBY RODENBECK
student reporter

The Bisons continue their success
in track and field as they began their
outdoor season at the Lynx Invitational
Saturday March 25, hosted by Rhodes
College in Memphis, Tenn.
Three men and three women qualified
while at Rhodes for the May 25 championship in Emproia, Kan., meeting the
required provisional National Collegiate
Athletic Association times.
Sophomore Julius Kosgei won the men's
5,000 meters with a time of 14:23.9i.
Sophomore Przemyslaw Bobrowski
won the 1,500 meters with a time of
3:49.86. Graduate student Reed Fisher
placed second in the 5,000 meters, also
qualifying for nationals with a time of
14:36.03.
For the women, junior Kalina Szteyn
won the 5,000 meters with a time of
17:21.11. Placing behind Szteyn sophomore
Savita Chelimo was third in the 5,000
meters, also meeting the provisional
time. Chelimo finished with a time of
17:43.82. Freshman Janee Jones placed
second in the 1,500 meters with a time
of 4:42.92.
Overall, coach Steve Guymon said he
felt his runners ran well, considering
this was their first outdoor meet of the
season.

"I felt like everyone gave a really good Bobrowski, senior Shelvy Arberry and
effort," Guymon said." I'm really proud Kosgei. The men received All-American
of everyone. It is hard trying to adjust honors for their outstanding perforfrom indoor track to outdoor track and mance.
Arberry said nationals was unlike
I felt like they did well with that. It is
hard dealing with the weather in outdoor anything he has ever experienced.
"We went in with a strategy, but
track. It was pretty cold out here this
weekend and they did good,
then when we went up to the ·
regardless of the wind and "We went in with a line, our strategy went out the
strategy, but then
door," Arberry said. 'We just ran
the temperatures."
Guymon said the Hard- when we went up as fast as we could, and luckily
ing athletes had personal
to the line, our
we ended up doing pretty good.
bests at the meet, and many strategy went out Of course I would have loved to
performances he was pleased
the door."
have won, but the competition
with many performances.
SHELVY AR BERRY
was just a lot better than we had
Junior Megan Hatcher
senior
seen all season."
tied the school record in pole
Kosgei, Kern and Bobrowski
vault. Sophomore Matt White
received individual All-American
won the hurdles, freshman
honors. Kern finished eighth in
Makenzi Williamson placed fourth in the mile with a time of 4:09.90. Kosgei
the 400 meters, with a time of 60.00. finished third in the 5,000 with a time of
Sophomore Mark Riley ran personal best 14:13.34, and Bobrowski finished fifth in
in the 5,000 meters. Senior Michelle themilewithatimeof4:08.89.Bobrowski
Freeman, a basketball player who only is Harding's first track athlete to receive
practiced for one day, ran a personal · four All-American indoor honors.
Szteyn was the only Lady Bison to
best in the 100.
The Bisons ended their indoor track qualify for nationals. Szteyn ran a perseason March 10-11 in Boston when five sonal best with a time of 16:50-47 in
runners qualified to run at the NCAA the women's 5,000-meter run. Szteyn
Division II Nationals.
placed sixth overall, making this her
The men's distance medley relay team second indoor All-American honor.
PRZEMYSLAW BOBROWSKI/Courtesy Photo:
placed third overall in nationals with a
Harding University will host the Bison
time of 9:52.96. The team was made Invitational April 8 for outdoor track Senior Shelvy Arberry runs in the distance relay medley at nationals March 10 :
in Boston. Arberry runs sprints for the team.
up of runners sophomore Artur Kern, events. a
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Strokes low; spirits high i
Harding's golfteam swings through spring season .
of the players that has been on
the team the longest. He has
played for the past three years,
The Harding men's golfteam and he said it is important
placed sixth at the University for the older players to set an
of Central Arkansas Intercol- example for the team.
legiate Tournament March
"Coach looks to us to shoot
27-28 . This was their first good," Wade said. "Hopefully
the younger players
three-round tournament of the season "When you are not will follow as they get
older and improve at
with the majority
giving out much
of the team being scholarship money, becoming more part
sometimes it's hard of the team."
underclassmen.
Boyd said he sees golf
Freshman Dustin
to keep players
Gourley led the around for a very as more of an individual
sport. He treats each
Bisons shooting
long time."
player different when
7 8- 76-75= 229
NICKY BOYD,
preparing for a tourand placing 18th.
golf coach
nament. Boyd said he
Sophomore Andrew
offers more guidance
Reynolds placed
to the players that will
20th with a score.
benefit most.
of 79-79-73=231.
"Some of these guys have
The team's combined score for
the two days and three rounds pros that work with their swing
back home," Boyd said.
was 922.
Before a tournament, each
Coach Nicky Boyd said he
is extremely proud of the men player must play in a qualifying
and the leadership they bring match to determine who will
travel to the event.
to the young team.
Junior Jay Paul Wade is one
Once the tournament rosMATICHERRY
student reporter

PRZEMYSLAW BOBROWSKI/Courtesy Photo

Sophomore Julius Kosgei, senior Shelvy Arberry and sophomores
Artur Kern and Przemyslaw Bobrowski receive their team award at
the NCAA Division II National meet. The Bisons' relay team placed third.

Think you know sports? Put your skills to the test in the Pizza Pro
Sports Challenge. Fill out the form below and pick this weeks winners. The
lucky sports guru who correctly picks the most winners will win two free
buffets with drinks from Pizza Pro. Just drop off your completed entry form
in the box next to the post office by curfew Friday. Good luck!!

Name

Harding Bisons football
·to present the ·
"Spring Game"

Box#
Phone#

NBA Basketball
_
_

Boston @ Chicago _
In dian a

':;:i

H ock ey
Ph oenix @ San Jose _

_

Carolina @ Atlanta _

:::>

where: First Security Stadium

@ Milwaukee _

_

ter is decided the team plays
practice rounds, Wade said.
The players will play 10 rounds
on their first day and 18 rounds
on the second day. Wade said
36 rounds might be played in
a conference tournament.
Currently, the team is preparing for the Harding Invitational
April 10-11 at the Red Apple
Inn in Heber Springs.
"Because it's our tournament,
everyone on the team gets to
compete," Wade said. "So we'll
have both a varsity andjuniorvarsity on the greens."
Boyd said his main struggle
is keeping players corning back
each year and competing.
"When you are not giving
out much scholarship money,
sometimes it's hard to keep
players ar'o und for a very long
time," Boyd said. "They play
for a couple of years and then
get busy with other activities
and decide not to play."
The team will travel to Conway April 3-4 for the Centennial
Classic. a

when: Saturday, April 1 at 7 p.m.

Tie Breaker:

•

Guess the final.score of Saturday's baseball game
_ H~ding vs. Delta State _

~.

~

Last week's winner: Stephen Crouch

St~~e~r~!PPn!~~~a~nt

good
luck hu
bisons.

Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Car ryout or Delivery

Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.
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CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

Freshman Juan Martinez battles a University of Arkansas player for a ground ball with junior Dave Miller and sophomore Josh Jaros close behind. The Bison lacrosse team
defeated the University of Arkansas Razorbacks 18-7.

Domination continues in lacrosse
Fierce competition proves Harding's men play hard to succeed
Memphis to a final score of 8. The Bison
won with 25 points.
Coming off a win the day before, the
Sealing a division record of 5-0, the players had to remain level-headed as they
Bison lacrosse team defeated the Univer- faced their next opponent, Riley said.
"You've just got to be prepared for
sity of Arkansas March 26, and followed
with another victory on March 27 against both games," Riley said. "It's almost like
University of Memphis.
a business."
Starting the competitive weekend,
The weekend of back-to-back wins once
the Bison defeated the Razorbacks 18-7. again left nothing to be desired by the
Because this is Arkansas' first year for a Bison fans. Freshman Heather Mitchell
lacrosse team, sopfiomore Branden Ri- said she enjoys watching the Bison win
ley said the team had no reserves about at the games she attends.
"Everyone is involved in cheering and
playing against them. Division B number
one contender junior Joe Szostak led the whatnot," Mitchell said. "After a Harding
win, everyone goes crazy because we are so
Bisons with a total of 38 points.
The Bison faced the University of pumped about how awesome the team is,
Memphis March 26 at noon. The Great even though we aren't surprised, because
Rivers Lacrosse conference's Web site said we always have faith that they'll win."
the Bison led the first half offensively by
Fans can look forward to another
scoring thirteen points to start off.
weekend oflacrosse as the Bison face-off
The defense picked up in the second against St. Louis University on April 1 in
half with Tony Doris' six saves, holding Searcy. C
NATALIE LOLLIS
student reporter

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

Junior Dave Miller body-checks a member of the University of Arkansas' team during Bisons game Saturday March 25.

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

Sophomore Branden Riley scoops the ball while
battling off a member of the Razorbacks' team.

)

4/3/2006
4/4/2006
4/4/2006
4/6/2006

Southern Arkansas
Christian Brother
LeMoyne-Owen
Ouachita Bapti$

Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.

applications are now being accepted for ACU's new rnaster's;degtee in
hi~er education, with an emphasis in college student affairs. '{his ~~-hour
p~ will be housed in ACU's new College of Education and Elman

· . This program is desigqed to prepare individuals for professio!W
. a broad rangetlfhigher editatio.1£settings.
¥t*r I
!di

'For additional information:
Dr. Jason Morris
;a morris~acu.eC:lu

325-614-2838 '

4/1/2006
4/2/2006
4/4/2006
41812006
4/9/2006

Delta State
Delta State
Central Baptist
Central Baptist
Christian Brothers

Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.
Searcy, Ark.
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THROUGH THE LENS

student
Student: Michael Means, junior

Throughout the past three weeks, 26 students submitted photos to the Bison's photo contest.
More than 99 photos were entered and the winners chosen by Bison photographer Chelsea Roberson and a team of judges.

"I (with the input of others) chose this photo for many
different reasons. One of the biggest reasons was
that the angle of the photo was obviously thought out
before the photographer took it. I love to be able to
look at a photo and almost see the thought put into
it instead of seeing just another average snapshot
from a normal point of view. The c;olors in the field
work extremely well with the light blue in the shirt of
the person walking away, and the rule of thirds was
used beautifully in the positioning of the subject."
- Bison photographer Chelsea Roberson

Student: Jenna
Roosevelt,
sophomore

rd

Student: Heather
Hill,
senior

nd

Student: Craig
Rainbolt,
freshman

